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environmental protection

A fresh look at the new directions emerging in environmental law

A major challenge faces the nation and its industry today—finding ways to accommodate competing environmental, economic and technological needs. New and emerging legal responses to modern changes have created a need for effective guidance on environmental issues.

Shepard's/McGraw-Hill fills that need with its newly published Environmental Protection: The Legal Framework by Frank Skillern.

Useful projections on the future of environmental law

This valuable desk book is a concise, complete presentation on the evolution of environmental programs. It not only examines recent trends, but it follows through with a projection about the future of the environmental movement and government regulation.

Full descriptions of various environmental programs

As a useful reference source it describes the various environmental programs, their ad-
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...with special focus on the impact of legal, social and economic trends

ministrative and judicial implementation, and recurring problem areas within them.

Special emphasis on the NEPA of 1969

Environmental Protection: The Legal Framework places particular emphasis on the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. Equal consideration is given to the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the various hazardous and solid waste programs, and relevant planning programs such as the Coastal Zone Management Act.

Adequate coverage of state regulations on public and private sectors

Since state regulations also play a part in determining what sorts of environmental effects public and private entities are allowed to create, the author gives them due coverage, as well.
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Brighten Things Up with Interest on Checking

Earn $\frac{5}{4}\%$ compounded daily on the money you keep in your checking account.

Think of it. With this exciting new Indiana National feature, you can earn interest on your checking funds for the first time. Maintain a minimum $1,500 balance, and you pay no service charge, no matter how many checks you write.*

It’s true, other financial institutions can now offer interest on checking. But none offer you more interest than our $\frac{5}{4}\%$. And *none* give you the additional benefits of BANK BY PHONE, PASSPORT® Check Card and MONEYMOVER® 24 Hour Teller at no additional charge.

That’s a good reason to change banks. Or, even combine other accounts you may have around town. Interest on Checking with no service charge . . . and the convenience of branch locations all over town.

Come in today to any Indiana National branch and ask about Interest on Checking. It might just brighten things up for you.

*If your monthly minimum balance falls below $1,500, your service charge is $3.00. Below $1,000, your charge is $6.00.
Nobody can read all the new law, but with...

**THE UNITED STATES LAW WEEK**

you can keep up with the really significant new law

You know that thousands of decisions and rulings pour from the courts and federal agencies every year. LAW WEEK guards you against missing a single development of legal importance . . . yet saves you time by reducing your reading load!

- To do this, LAW WEEK's staff of lawyer-editors research hundreds of opinions and rulings every week to find the precedent-setting few that make new law. These significant cases are digested for you under quick reference topic headings in the appropriate sections designated: 1.) New Court Decisions; 2.) Federal Agency Rulings; 3.) Supreme Court Opinions.

- To save even more of your time, the more significant opinions and rulings appearing in all sections of LAW WEEK are highlighted in a special Summary and Analysis section — a five-minute, terse evaluation of the effect of these developments on current law.

- A key feature of LAW WEEK is its high-speed reporting of U.S. Supreme Court opinions — in full text — accompanied by crisp and accurate summary digests. Mailed the same day they are handed down, these exact photographic reproductions of the Court's opinions eliminate the possibility of printing errors.

- LAW WEEK also gives you full texts of all federal statutes of general interest, immediately after the President signs them.

- And for easy reference, LAW WEEK is fully indexed — by topic and by case title — both for general law and Supreme Court actions.
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ERRATUM

Page 751, asterisk footnote should read:
Reginald Huber Smith Fellow, Legal Services Organization; fourth year student, Indiana University School of Law—Indianapolis.